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FACTORIZATION IN CODIMENSION TWO IDEALS

OF GROUP ALGEBRAS

G. A. WILLIS

Abstract. Let G be a finitely generated group and / be a closed, two-sided ideal

with codimension two in L](G). Then the linear span of the set of all products in / is

equal to /.

Let A he a complex algebra. For I, JE A, define // = {2£=i akbk \ n E N;

ak E I, bk E J, k = 1,...,«}, and abbreviate // as I2. It is clear that if / is an ideal

in A, then I2 El (by ideal will always be meant a two-sided ideal). The ideal / is

said to be idempotent if I2 = I.

Now suppose that A is also a Banach algebra. Then a question which arises in

connection with automatic continuity problems for A is whether / is idempotent

whenever /isa closed finite-codimensional ideal in A. For example, see [2, §6] and

[3].
This question is particularly interesting when A is the group algebra, LX(G), of a

locally compact group G, as there are several classes of groups such that every

finite-codimensional ideal in LX(G) is idempotent. For example, it is an immediate

consequence of Theorem 2 in [5] that, if G is amenable, then every closed,

finite-codimensional ideal in LX(G) has a bounded approximate identity. Hence, by

Cohen's factorization theorem [1, Theorem 11.10], every such ideal is idempotent. It

is also shown in [8] that, if G is connected, then every closed, finite-codimensional

ideal in LX(G) is idempotent. Furthermore, in [6] it is shown that closed ideals with

codimension one in LX(G) are idempotent for every G. Every group algebra has

at least one codimension one ideal, namely the augmentation ideal I0(G) =

{fELx(G)\fcfdx = 0}.
This paper is concerned with ideals with codimension two in LX(G). The main

theorem deals with finitely generated groups. Since a finitely generated group G is

countable, Haar measure on G will be discrete. Hence we may normalize it to be

counting measure and take LX(G) to be the set of functions/on G with

11/11= 2 i/(*)i<°o.
x<=G

The function which takes the value one at x and is zero elsewhere will be denoted by

x. If 1 is the identity element of G, then T is a multiplicative identity for LX(G).
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Theorem 1. Let G be a finitely generated group and I be a closed, two-sided ideal

with codimension two in LX(G). Then I is idempotent.

Proof. Consider LX(G)/I. It is a two-dimensional complex algebra with unit, and

is semisimple by [3, Lemma 3.1]. (Alternatively, LX(G)/I may be shown to be

semisimple in the following way. Let p: LX(G) -> LX(G)/I he the quotient homo-

morphism and R be the radical of LX(G)/I. Then if R ^ (0), p~x(R) is a non-

idempotent codimension one ideal in LX(G), which contradicts the theorem of [6].)

Hence LX(G)/I is isomorphic to C © C and so there are multiplicative linear

functionals (b0 and 0, on LX(G) such that / = ker<j>0 D ker<j>,.

Let Xo and Xi De the characters on G such that

4>j(f)=   2 f(x)Xjix)       (fELx(G),j = 0,l)
XGC

(see [4, Corollary 23.7]). Define an automorphism F of LX(G) by

(Tf)(x) =f(x)X(i(x)        (x E G,fELx(G)).

Then T(I) is a codimension two ideal in LX(G) and in order to show that / is

idempotent it will suffice to show that T(I) is idempotent. Hence, replacing / by

T(I) and <j>. by ty ° T'\ we may suppose that Xo is the trivial character and kerrf>() is

the augmentation ideal of LX(G).

Now suppose that G is generated by n elements v,, y2,... ,y„ and let F„ be the free

group on n generators x¡, x2,... ,xn. Then there is a surjective group homomorphism

q : Fn -» G defined by

q(x,) =y,,        i= 1,2.n,

and a surjective algebra homomorphism Q : Lx(Fn) — LX(G) defined by

(Qf)(y)=     1     Ax)       (yEG,fELx(F„)).
xEq-'(y)

It is clear that QX(I) is a codimension two ideal in L'(F„) and that / is idempotent

if Q~X(I) is. Hence it will suffice to prove the theorem in the case when G = F„.

If Xi was the trivial character, then we would have that <j>„ = <j>, and / would have

codimension one. Thusxi is not trivial and we may suppose that x¡(x\) ^ h Now if

Xi(*,) = 1 for some/, then Xi(*i-*i) ^ 1 ar,d {xx,.. .,x¡_x, xxx¡, xi+l,... ,xn} still

generates F„ freely. Thus, by replacing x¡ with x]x¡ if necessary, we may further

suppose that Xi(*,) ^ 1 for each i.

It is convenient to introduce a little more notation. Let 2" denote the set of all

functions on {1,2,...,«} taking values 0 or 1. For each / in 2", define e(t) in L'(F„)

by e(t) = (cj — xx) * (c2l - x2) * ■ ■ ■ * (c„ï - x„), where c, = 1 if t(i) = 0 and

c, = x\(Xj) if /(/) = 1. The constant functions in 2" with values 0 and 1 will be

denoted by 0 and 1 respectively. We will require the following lemma.

Lemma. Let t be in 2"\{0,1}. Then e(t) is in I2.

Proof. Since t is not constant, there is an i between 1 and n — 1 such that either

e(t)= ••• *(ï-5c,.)*(x,(x/+1)ï-•*,+,)* •••
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e(t)= ■■• *(x,U)l -x,)*{l -*,+ ,)* ••••

Thus, since I2 is an ideal in Lx(Fn), it will suffice to show that

(\ ~ x,) * ixx(xl+x)\ - xi+i)    and    (xi(*,)î - */) * (Î - *,+ i)

are in I2 for each i between 1 and n — 1.

For this, choose h in L'(F„) such that h is in ker <j>, and T — h is in ker «¡>0. Then

(1)   (T - x,) * (x.(*,+i)ï - *h-i) = A * (Ï - x,) * (Xi(x,+i)ï - xi+x)

+ (\ - h) * {xx(xi+x)l -xt+x) * (I -x,) +(\ - h) * (x,xl+x - xi+xx¡).

Now T — x, has a square root defined by the binomial expansion

(ï-3c,.)'/2=   f   Í1/2W*,
v      •'      ktQ\ k r •'

where the series converges because (]k2) is an /'-sequence and because U(3c,)* jj = 1

for each k. The square root is in ker<j>0 because 0 = <i>0(l — x¡) = <?>0((1 — x¡)x/2)2.

Hence

h* (Ï -x,) * (xi(x,+i)ï-3c/+1)

= [rI*(T-X,),/2]*[(I-^)l/2*(x,U+1)T-X,+ 1)]

G [ker <f>, * ker<J>0] * [kerrf>0 * ker¡¡>,] E I2.

It may be shown in the same way that (T — h) * (Xi(*,+i)ï — *h-i) * Ö — x¡) is in

I2. Finally,

XiXi+\   ~~  Xi+\Xi  =  U   _  \Xi+]XiXi+\Xi    )   j  * \XiXi+\ ),

where 1 — (xj+xxjxj'lixj'x)~ is in / and has a square root which must also be in /

because / = ker <j>0 fl ker <j>,. Hence x¡xi+ x — xi+ xx¡ is in I2 also. It now follows from

(1) that (T - x,) * (Xi(*,+ i)ï - xi+x) is in I2 for each i. That (Xi(^)ï - x¡) * (I -

x¡+, ) is in I2 also may be proved in the same way.

We now continue the proof of the theorem. Every x in F„ may be written uniquely

in the form x = xx'x2 2 ■ • • xk"y, where kx,k2,...,kn are integers and y is in F'n, the

commutator subgroup of F„. For each i between 1 and n, let Z, = {xki ■ ■ • xk-y\

kj,...,kn G Z, y E F'n} and let (x¡) he the subgroup of F„ generated by x¡. Let

z« + i = K- Then z\ - F« and z/+i £ zi> * = !- 2>- • •'.»•
Let / be between 1 and n and denote by V((x¡)) and L'(Z,) the spaces of

functions in L'(F„) with support in (x¡) and Z; respectively. Since Xi(-*,) ^ 1»

L'((jc,)) n / has codimension two in L'((x,)). Hence we may define bounded linear

functionals r\, | on Lx((x¡)) and a bounded linear operator T: Lx((x¡)) -» L'((x,))

n / in a unique way such that for each/in L1«*,}),

(2) /= ,(/')(! - x,) + |(/)(x,(^)î - x,) + F(/).
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Furthermore, Lx({x¡)) is a subalgebra of LX(F„) isomorphic to L'(Z) (the group

algebra of the integers) and Ll((x¡)) D I is a closed ideal in Ll((x¡)). Hence, by [5,

Theorem 2], L'((x,)) n 7 has a bounded approximate identity. Let Ji he the closed

linear span of (Lx((x¡)) (II)* Lx(Fn). Then it is clear that Ji is a left Banach

module over Lx((x¡)) n 7, that ./ is contained in /, and that Lx((x¡)) n / has a

bounded approximate identity for/, (in the sense of [1, 11.8]).

Now for each / in LX(Z¡) and each z in Zi+X, let f be the function in Lx((x,))

defined by f(xk) = f(xfz). Then 2jeZj ,11/zll = 11/11 and/= 2,e2l+I¿ * f. Hence,
by (2),

/=(ï-*,)*(   2  t,U)z-) + (x,U)T-*,)*(   2   €(/,)*)

.-ez1+,

Put h = 2ze2 F(/.) * z. Then/i is in J¡ and so, by Cohen's factorization theorem [1,

11.10], there are a in L'((x,)) D / and h' in / such that h = a * h'. Since both

L'((x,)) n / and 7, are contained in /, it follows that h is in I2. Hence, putting

2.6Z + t](f:)z = g0 and 2ze2 + £(fz)z = 8v we have shown that for each/in LX(Z¡),

(3) /= (I - x,) * g0 + (xi(*,)ï - xf) *gt+h,

where g0 and g, are in LX(Z¡+,) and A is in 72.

In particular, if/is in ¿'(F,,), then

/= (Ï - xx) * g0 + (xi(x,)T - xx) * gx + h,

where g0 and g, are in LX(Z2) and /z is in I2. Next, applying (3) to g0 and g, and

remembering that I2 is an ideal, we find that

/= (Ï - xx) * (Ï - 3c2) * goo + (T - *,) * (xi(*2)ï ~ x2) * Soi

+ (Xi(*i)ï -*i) * (Ï ~x2) *gl0

+ (Xi(x'i)l - *i) • (Xi(x2)ï - *2) * gu + h",

where goo, g01, g10, gn are in F'(Z3) and «" is in I2. Now applying (3) to gm, g01, g10

and g, | and so on, we find after n steps that for each/in Lx(Fn),

f=   2 e(t)*g(t) + xb,
te2"

where g(t) is in Z,'(Z„+1) (= F'(F¿)) for every t in 2" and i/> is in I2. Finally, by the

lemma, e(t) is in I2 for each t other than 0 or 1 and so for every/in Lx(Fn),

f=e(0)*g(0) + e(l)*g(l)+t',

where g(0) and g(l ) are in F'(F¿) and i// is in I2.

Let /be in /. Then,

0 = *,(/) = <t>x(e(0))<t>x(g(0)) + *,(e(/))*,(g(/)) + *,(+')•

Since <¡>x(xP') = 0 = 4>x(e(l)) and <j>,(e(0)) ̂ 0, it follows that <t>x(g(0)) = 0. Thus,

0=   2 g(0)(x)Xx(x) =   2 g(0)(y),
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because g(0) is supported in F,i and characters are trivial on F^. Hence g(0) is in

70(F,i). Similarly, using the fact that <i>0(/) = 0, it may be shown that g(7) is in

70(F,¡). Now 70(F^) is contained in 7 and is idempotent by [6], Hence,

g(0),g(7)G70(F,;) = 70(F,;)2ç72,

and so/is in I2. Therefore 7 is idempotent.

There are still many unanswered questions concerning factorization in finite-codi-

mensional ideals of group algebras. Some of these questions are discussed in more

detail in §4 of [7]. It is mentioned there, without proof, that the above theorem may

be used to show that, if G is finitely generated, then every ideal 7 such that LX(G)/I

is commutative and finite dimensional is idempotent. In particular it follows that, if

G is finitely generated, then every ideal with codimension three in LX(G) is

idempotent. We now give a proof of this fact.

Theorem 2. Let A be a complex algebra such that A2 = A. Suppose that

(i) every ideal with codimension one in A is idempotent; and

(ii) if I and J are ideals with codimension one in A, then IJ = JI.

Then every ideal I in A such that A/1 is finite dimensional and commutative is

idempotent.

Proof. By adjoining an identity we may assume that A has a unit, which we will

denote by I. Let 7 be an ideal in A with A/I commutative and finite dimensional,

but with dim(A/I) > 2. We may suppose that every ideal properly containing 7 is

idempotent.

Denote by p the quotient map from A to A/I and let 7? be the radical of A/I. If

R ¥= (0), then R2 E R because R is a finite-dimensional radical algebra. Hence, if

R ¥= (0), (p-x(R))2 E p~x(R2) ¥= p~x(R), and so p~x(R) is a nonidempotent ideal in A

which properly contains 7. Therefore R = (0). and so A/I is semisimple. It follows

that A/I is isomorphic to the direct sum of n copies of C, where n is the codimension

of 7. Hence, there are ideals /,, I-,.7„ with codimension one in A such that

Since 7, and 72 are distinct codimension one ideals in A, there is an h in 7, such

that 1 - h is in 72. Hence, for each/in l,f — fh +/(1 — h), and so 7 C If + u2.

Similarly, if/,, j2.jk are distinct integers between 1 and n, where k *£ n — 2,

and i, and i2 are distinct integers not equal to any of the//s then

77,1,  ■■■ I,  C 77, ••■/,. 7,  + 77, • • ■ 7, 7, ,
j\ Ji        jk —    j\        jk h        j\        Jk '2'

where now {/,, j2,... ,jk, /,} and {/,, j2,... ,jk, i2) are sets of distinct integers. We

may thus show that 7 is contained in the sum of ideals of the form 77, 7, • • • 7,,
J Jl   Jl Jt?

where j2, /,,...,/, are distinct integers between 1 and n. However, 7 E fTJ=) /, and

so 77, 7, • • • 7, C 7, 7, ■ ■ ■ I,, where /, is chosen to be the integer between 1 and n
72   Jy J,i    —      J\    Jl Jn J ' °

which does not appear in the list/2, /3,... ,j„. Therefore,

(4) IQ  2 (W-ro"*7-«)'

where Sn is the group of permutations of {1,2,... ,n}.
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Now,

hh---In = i^)\h)2---iO\   by(i),

= 7,727,72(73)2---(7j2,    by(ii),

= ( I\ h h fi h f ■ ■ ■ i h )*.   by (ii) applied twice,
— ...

= (I]I2---I„)2EI2.

Similarly, 77r(,)7,r(2) • • ■ I„(n) E I2 for every ir in Sn. Therefore, by (4), 7 E I2.

Remarks, (a) The codimension one ideals of A will satisfy (ii) either if A is

commutative (clear) or if the codimension two ideals of A are idempotent (77 E I n

J = (I C\J)2 QJI).

(b) If A is a Banach algebra and A2 = A, then every codimension one ideal in A is

closed. Hence we need only verify that (i) and (ii) hold for the closed codimension

one ideals of A. Furthermore, in the course of the proof it was shown that if A

satisfies (i) and (ii) and if I is an ideal in A such that A/I is commutative and finite

dimensional, then 7 is the intersection of codimension one ideals. Hence under these

conditions 7 is closed.

(c) Suppose that A satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then all ideals with

codimension two or three in A are idempotent. If 7 has codimension two, then A/I is

semisimple (otherwise the inverse image of Rad(^4/7) will be a nonidempotent

codimension one ideal). Hence A/I is isomorphic to C © C (the only semisimple,

two-dimensional complex algebra). Now C © C is commutative and so I is idempo-

tent by the theorem. A similar argument proves the result for codimension three

ideals. The result does not necessarily hold for codimension four ideals because there

is a four-dimensional noncommutative, semisimple complex algebra—namely the

2X2 complex matrices.
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